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We demonstrate that collective turbulentlike motion in a bacterial bath can power and steer the directed
transport of mesoscopic carriers through the suspension. In our experiments and simulations, a micro-
wedgelike “bulldozer” draws energy from a bacterial bath of varied density. We obtain that an optimal
transport speed is achieved in the turbulent state of the bacterial suspension. This apparent rectification of
random motion of bacteria is caused by polar ordered bacteria inside the cusp region of the carrier, which is
shielded from the outside turbulent fluctuations.
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Suspensions of bacteria or synthetic microswimmers show
fascinating collective behavior emerging from their self-
propulsion [1–4], which results in many novel active states
such as swarming [5–8] and active “turbulence” [9–14]. In
contrast to hydrodynamic turbulence, the apparent turbulent
(or swirling) state occurs at exceedingly low Reynolds
numbers but at relatively large bacterial concentrations.
Here we address the question of whether one can systemati-
cally extract energy out of the seemingly turbulent state
established by swimming bacteria and how the bacterial
turbulencemaypowermicroenginesand transportmesoscopic
carriers through the suspension. A related question is what
processes on a scale of an individual swimmer are responsible
for the energy rectification from this “active heat bath.”
In our experiments we analyze the motion of a micro-

wedgelike carrier (“bulldozer”) submersed in a suspension
of swimming bacteria, Bacillus subtilis. Experimental
studies are combined with particle-resolved computer
simulations. A broad span of bacterial densities is exam-
ined, ranging from the dilute regime over the turbulent one
to the jammed state. Because of the activity of the
suspension, the bulldozerlike particle is set into a rectified
motion along its wedge cusp [15,16], in contrast to tracers
with symmetric shape [17]. Its averaged propagation speed
becomes maximal within the turbulentlike regime of
collective swimming. Our simulations and experiment
indicate that the directed motion is caused by polar ordered
bacteria trapped inside the carrier in a region near the cusp
which is shielded from outer turbulent fluctuations. The
orientation of trapped bacteria yields a double-peaked
distribution centered in the direction of the average carrier
motion. Consequently, the bacterial turbulence powers
efficiently the transport of carriers through the suspension.
Converting bacterial self-propulsion into mechanical

energy has been considered previously for shuttles and
cogwheels [18–23]. Most of the studies were restricted to

low swimmer concentrations where swirling is absent.
While fundamental microscopic mechanisms of energy
transduction and interaction with solid walls on a scale
of a single bacterium are fairly well understood, see, e.g.,
[24–26], the role of collective motion has not been
elucidated so far. Reference [27] demonstrated that while
the energy generated by individual bacteria dissipates on
the microscale, the increase in swimming velocity due to
collective motion is significant. Here we put forward an
idea of how the collective bacterial swimming strongly
amplifies the energy transduction. Complementary, in high-
Reynolds-number turbulent flows, the motion of suspended
inertial particles is not directed [28], lacking a conversion
of turbulent fluctuations into useful mechanical work.
Experiment.— Mesoscopic wedgelike carriers were fab-

ricated by photolithography [20,29]. To control the orienta-
tion of the carriers with an external magnetic field, we mixed
a liquid photoresist SU-8 with micron-size magnetic par-
ticles before spin coating. The arm length of the wedgelike
carriers is L ¼ 262 μm (see Fig. 1), and the wedge angle is
90°. Experiments were conducted on a suspension of
Bacillus subtilis, a flagellated rod-shaped swimming bacte-
rium l ∼ 5 μm long and 0.7 μm wide. The suspension of
bacteria was grown for 8—12 h in Terrific Broth growth
medium (Sigma Aldrich). To monitor the concentration of
bacteria during the growth phase, we continuously measured
the optical scattering of the medium using an infrared
proximity sensor. At the end of the exponential growth
phase the bacteria were washed and centrifuged to achieve
the desired concentration. Then a small drop of concentrated
bacterial suspension was placed between four movable fibers
and stretched up to the thickness of∼100 μm (see Ref. [30]).
Both surfaces of the free-standing liquid film were exposed
to air, significantly increasing the oxygen diffusion rate into
the bulk of the film. We measured the bacteria concentration
(or, equivalently, three-dimensional volume fraction) by
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means of optical coherence tomography (see Ref. [31])
before and after the experiments in order to monitor the
effect of film evaporation.
Two pairs of orthogonal Helmholtz coils were used to

create a uniform magnetic field in the bulk of the liquid
film. The carrier was carefully inserted in the film by a
digital micropipet. In the course of our experiment, the
orientation of the magnetic carrier was reversed every 20 s
to prevent migration of the carrier out of the field of view.
We also confirm that the average speed of the wedge does
not depend on the direction of the motion. The influence of
gravity was negligible in our experiment. The motion of the
wedge was captured by a digital high-resolution micro-
scope camera [Fig. 1(a) and [32]] for the duration of
2—4 min. Both displacement and orientation of the carrier
were tracked by a custom-designed software based on
MATLAB toolboxes.

Simulation.— We model the bacteria by rodlike objects
with repulsive interactions and an effective self-propulsion
using parameters matching the experimental conditions. The
excluded volume interaction between the rods is described
by n “Yukawa” segments positioned equidistantly with the
distance d ¼ 0.85 μm along a stiff axis of length l; i.e., a
repulsive Yukawa potential is imposed between the segments
of different rods [33]. In order to properly take into account
collisions between the bacteria, an important modification is
introduced in the model compared to that of Ref. [11].
Experiments [26,30,34] demonstrated that two bacteria
swim away from each other after the collision. This effect
results in a suppression of clustering for small and moderate
bacteria concentrations. However, in previous simulations
[11], the bacteria had a propensity to swim parallel after the
collision and to form dense clusters with a smecticlike
alignment. In order to describe the experimentally observed
swim-off effect and the resulting suppression of clustering,
we incorporate an asymmetric effective bacterial shape by
enlarging the interaction prefactor of the first segments of
each rod with respect to the other segments by a factor
of 3 (see [32]). The resulting total interaction potential
between a swimmer pair α, β is then given by Uαβ ¼P

n
i¼1

P
n
j¼1UiUj exp½−rαβij =λ�=rαβij with U2

1=U
2
j ¼ 3

(j ¼ 2…n), where λ is a screening length obtained from
the experimental effective rod aspect ratio l=λ ¼ 5, and
rαβij ¼ jrαi − rβj j is the distance between segment i of rod α
and segment j of rod β (α ≠ β). The carrier is implemented
correspondingly by tiling the wedgelike contour with length
L ¼ 262 μm [see Fig. 1(a)] with Yukawa segments. The
ratio L=l is matched to the experimental situation. For
comparison we also perform simulations for smaller arm
lengths. The self-propulsion is taken into account via a
formal effective force F0 acting along the rod axis
û ¼ ðcosφ; sinφÞ. By imposing a large interaction strength
U2

j ¼ 2.5F0l, we ensure that the bacteria and the wedge do
not overlap. The model neglects long-range hydrodynamic
interactions between the swimmers. These interactions do
not change the overall morphology of the bacterial flow.
The most noticeable effect of the hydrodynamic interactions
is a 7- to 10-fold increase of the collective flow velocity
compared to the speed of individual bacteria [30,35].
Certainly, this phenomenon cannot be attained by our model.
Since bacterial swimming occurs at exceedingly low

Reynolds numbers, the overdamped equations of motion
for the positions and orientations of the rods are

fT · ∂trαðtÞ ¼ −∇rαU þ F0ûαðtÞ; (1)

fR · ∂tûαðtÞ ¼ −∇ûα
U: (2)

Here, U ¼ ð1=2ÞPα;βðα≠βÞUαβ þ
P

αUα< is the total
potential energy, where Uα< denotes the interaction energy
of rod α with the carrier. (In general, a subscript < refers
to a quantity associated with the wedgelike carrier.) The

FIG. 1 (color online). (a) Experimental carrier speed v=v0 as a
function of the bacterial three-dimensional volume fraction c.
The insets show the temporal progress of the carrier positions
(right) and a snapshot of the carrier (left) indicating the character-
istic spatial dimensions and the schematic representation (blue
line). See also movie 1 in the Supplemental Material [32].
(b) Numerically obtained transport speed for varying swimmer
concentration ϕ and carriers of two different contour lengths:
L ¼ 262 μm (squares) corresponding to the experimental con-
ditions and half the length L ¼ 131 μm (circles). Magnitude of
vorticity Ω and averaged bacterial swimming speed vp=v0 for
various concentrations are shown in the inset. See also movies 2
and 3 in the Supplemental Material [32].
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one-body translational and rotational friction tensors for the
rods fT and fR can be decomposed into parallel f∥,
perpendicular f⊥, and rotational fR components which
depend solely on the aspect ratio l=λ and are taken from
Ref. [36]. The resulting self-propulsion speed of a single rod
v0 ¼ F0=f∥ is matched to the experimental value 15 μm=s
[30] leading to the time unit τ ¼ l=v0. Since at a relatively
large bacteria concentration thermal fluctuations and tum-
bling are not important, we neglect all stochastic noise terms
(our experimental studies in Ref. [9] showed that tumbling
of Bacillus subtilis becomes significant only for very low
oxygen concentrations). Also, hydrodynamic interaction
between the bacteria and the air-water interface is neglected.
According to the experiment, the motion of the carrier is
mostly translational and induced by the carrier-bacteria
interactions. The hydrodynamic friction tensor f< of the
wedge is calculated for the specific geometry with the
dimensions shown in the sketch (left inset) in Fig. 1(a).
For this purpose, the shape of the carrier is approximated by
a large number of beads that are rigidly connected. The
corresponding calculations based on the Stokes equation for
the flow field around a particle at a low Reynolds number are
performed with the package HYDRO++ [37,38].
The resulting equation of motion for the carrier is

f< · ∂tr<ðtÞ ¼ −∇r<

X

α

Uα<ðtÞ: (3)

We simulated N ∼ 104 rods and a single carrier in a square
simulation domain with the area A ¼ ð3L= ffiffiffi

2
p Þ2 and

periodic boundary conditions in both directions. The
dimensionless packing fraction ϕ ¼ Nλl=A corresponds
to the bacterial volume fraction c in the experiments.
Results and discussion.— The shape reflection symmetry

of the wedge around its apex will exclude any averaged
directed motion perpendicular to the apex while there is no
such symmetry in the apex direction. Hence, due to
rectification of random fluctuations, the carrier will proceed
on average along its cusp. The transport efficiency of the
carrier can then be characterized by its average migration
speed v in this direction. We have examined the carrier
motion in a wide range of bacterial bulk concentrations
including a dilute regime, where bacterial swimming is
almost uncorrelated, as well as an intermediate turbulent
and a final jammed regime. These regimes can be charac-
terized by suitable order parameters. For that purpose, we
define the mean magnitude of vorticity Ω ¼ ð1=2Þhj½∇ ×
Vðr; tÞ� · êzj2i for a bacterial velocity field Vðr; tÞ coarse
grained over three bacterial lengths, which is a convenient
indicator for bacterial turbulence [11,39]. The average
swimming speed vp of the bacteria obtained by averaging
the displacements after a time t ¼ 10−3τ indicates jamming
at high concentrations. Simulation results for these two
order parameters are presented for a bacterial suspension
in the absence of the carrier [see inset in Fig. 1(b)]. The
results indicate three different states: “dilute” (ϕ≲ 0.25),

“turbulent” (0.25≲ ϕ≲ 0.75), and “jammed” (0.75≲ ϕ).
The same sequence of states is found in the experi-
ments [40].
Figures 1(a) and 1(b) show that the transport efficiency

v=v0 of the carrier peaks in the turbulent regime where it
attains a significant fraction of the net bacterial velocity v0.
Experimentally, this fraction is found to be about 0.25,
which is confirmed by the simulations. Snapshots from the
experiments and simulations (see insets in Fig. 1 and [32])
show a directed motion along the wedge apex though there
are considerable fluctuations which we discuss later. For a
very dilute regime, there are only a few bacteria pushing the
carrier such that v tends to zero (note that in the experiment
no motion of the carrier was observed in a very dilute
regime since the resulting bacterial forces are not sufficient
to overcome the friction of the carrier with the surface). We
have also performed simulations for different carrier
lengths and opening angles to determine the geometry
leading to optimal transport. While we have chosen the
optimal apex angle for our experiments, a slightly higher
transport efficiency can be achieved with a smaller carrier
length; see [32].
In the following we discuss the underlying reason for the

optimal carrier transport in the turbulent regime. First, the
bacteria inside the wedge close to the cusp are on average
orientationally ordered along the wedge orientation
(x direction). The orientational ordering is revealed by
the intensity plots for hcosφi, hsinφi, which were used as
appropriate orientational order parameters (see the green
“hot spot” in Fig. 2). The hot spot sets the carrier into
motion along the x direction. Similar to a moving bulldozer
piling up sand, the carrier motion causes an accumulation

FIG. 2 (color online). Intensity plots for different bacteria
concentrations, ϕ ¼ 0.2 (top row) and ϕ ¼ 0.7 (bottom row):
local bacterial concentration around the carrier, normalized by the
total concentration (left) as well as averaged bacteria orientations
hcosφi (middle) and hsinφi (right).
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of particles in the front and a depleted wake, while not
destroying the ordering of particles inside the wedge (see
the intensity plot in Fig. 2 as well as Fig. 3 for experimental
and simulation data for the averaged concentration differ-
ence between inside and outside bacteria). This concen-
tration difference decreases the transport speed. But the
driving effect increases with the increase in bacterial
concentration. When the turbulence sets in, there is a
shielding of turbulent fluctuations near the walls of the
carrier (see the intensity plots of the local magnitude of
vorticity in Fig. 4). The shielding is, however, more
pronounced inside than outside the wedge. Intuitively this
implies that the hot spot is shielded from swirls which
would sweep away the driving bacteria. (Concomitantly,

the outside swirls shown in Fig. 4 are induced by the
bulldozer motion but do not cause the motion.) The
intuitive concept of swirl shielding is sketched in Fig. 4
where also a typical swirl size as a function of the density is
shown. A typical swirl of this size can never reach the hot
spot area as schematically shown by the shielded area in
Fig. 4. Swimmers within this area are trapped, leading to
large transport velocity correlation times for the carrier; see
[32]. For simple geometric reasons, there is no such swirl
shielded zone for the outside bacteria as a swirl can sweep
them away. At very high concentrations (ϕ ≈ 0.8), the
bacteria are jammed (see Fig. 1), which is manifested in a
reduced carrier mobility. Thus, the polar order of bacteria
(see intensity plots in Fig. 2) inside the wedge and its
shielding from the swirls are the two basic ingredients to
understand the optimal transport in the turbulent state.
Optimal transport is achieved when the carrier aperture
width is comparable to a typical swirl size; see [32].
We plot the full distribution of the carrier velocity

direction PðϑÞ in Fig. 5(a). For small bacterial densities
ϕ the distribution is random, while for intermediate con-
centrations this distribution exhibits a single peak centered
around the x axis. For even higher concentrations it
becomes double peaked, corresponding to a motion
perpendicular to the single wedge walls (π � π=4). This

(a) (b)

FIG. 3 (color online). Concentration difference between the
wake of the carrier and its front Δc ¼ cw − cf obtained from
(a) experiments and (b) simulations.

FIG. 4 (color online). Normalized local magnitude of vorticity
obtained from simulations (left column) and experiment (top
right). Bottom right: Illustration of swirl shielding in the carrier
cusp—bacteria in the shielded area (light colored) are indicated
by arrows and the unshielded area is marked by dark color.
Typical swirl radius R for different bacteria concentrations is
obtained as the first minimum of the equal-time spatial velocity
autocorrelation function [39].

(a)

(b)

FIG. 5 (color online). (a) Probability distributions of the carrier
displacement direction ϑ: Experimental results (left) measured
after a time of 0.03 s and numerical results (right) after a time of
10−3τ for various bacterial concentrations. The definition of the
displacement angle ϑ is shown in the inset. (b) Orientational
ordering of the bacteria within the swirl shielded area. Character-
istic configurations are illustrated by sketches.
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is correlated with the orientational order distribution of the
inside bacteria in the shielded area, PðhφiÞ, implying that
there is a flipping in the orientation of the inside bacteria,
see Fig. 5(b), for high bacterial concentrations. The kink-
like change in the direction of motion perpendicular to the
wedge walls is also observed experimentally [see the
trajectory in Fig. 1 and peaks in Fig. 5(a)].
Conclusion.—We have shown that mechanical energy of

bacterial turbulent movements can be extracted to the
power directed motion of a wedgelike carrier. Both polar
ordering and swirl shielding inside the wedge yield an
optimal transport velocity which becomes even bidirec-
tional at high concentrations. This effect can be exploited to
power and steer carriers and motors by bacterial turbulence
or the collective motion of synthetic swimmers.
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